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OUR NEW ADDRESS

WE HAVE MOVED..
192 – 196 Atlantic Drive
Keysborough
VIC 3173
TEL 1300 793 466
FAX 03 9701 8565
EMAIL
sales@alliedconnectors.com
WEBSITE
www.alliedconnectors.com

We have recently moved to our new office and warehouse based in
Keysborough, located in the South Eastern suburbs of Melbourne. We hope
this facility will help us to grow and better service our customers.
Q: Why have we moved?
A: We have outgrown our old warehouse and our new premises will allow us
to hold more stock, and offer a range of value-added services. Our ‘countersales’ facility will also be open between 9 - 4, Monday to Friday.
Q: What services can we offer?
A: Manufacture of cable assemblies using an existing harness or development
of new harnesses for specific requirements We also have the ability to custom
manufacture cable, depending on your individual application.

OUR PRODUCT RANGE
-

MIL-C 5015 screw-lock connectors (Range MS)
VG 95234 bayonet lock connectors (Range MG)
MIL-C 26482 S1 miniature bayoney-lock connectors (Range 62IN)
Mil-DTL 38999 series connectors
UTS (IP68/69) plastic connectors
UTG / UTO / SMS connectors & accessories.
PROCON rectangular connectors (MADE IN GERMANY).
IEC 60309 plugs and sockets.
CPS range of cable chain (SHIFT range, SABIN range)
CPS range of flexible industrial conduit and fittings (CPSFLEX, CPSFIX)
Flexible copper braids, switchgear components, just to name a few.
Specialised cable manufacture.

CAN’T FIND WHAT YOU NEED?
If there is something that is not within our range, we have developed a
network of sources internationally to assist us in procuring rare or nonstocked items. While we aim to stock a mojority of diversified components, it
is always difficult to meet the needs of all, and our contact base helps us minimize this shortfall.
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